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I. INTRODUCTION
1 2 3

Recent"advances in detector development ' ' by BNL, CCNY and other

groups have made possible new designs of fait high resolution large effective

scid angle magnetic multiparticle spectrometers with excellent particle

tracking, momentum measurement, and identification capability. These new

spectrometers are relatively compact and relatively low cost electronics have

been developed for them. Thus the cost is relatively low.

In this paper we will apply these techniques primarily for design of

spectrometers for low p and other physics (at moderate and even high p ) in

the ISABELLE small angle hall. However, one should keep in mind that these

techniques can be utilized in many other applications.

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF MULTIPARTICLE PRODUCTION

The bulk of the measurable inelastic cross section at ISABELLE energies

will come from multiparticle events with low p . In the context of QCD these

events will be produced by soft QCD processes.

These soft QCD processes cannot be calculated by the usual perturbative

methods but rather require models. Thus even if our present understanding of

QCD is correct, one must look toward experiment to understand even the basic

features of these processes. Furthermore one should be aware that when one

enters a new energy domain, exciting surprises can occur.

In this paper we will consider a spectrometer system which is suitable

for a systematic study of the characteristics of multiparticle events and

many other interesting related physics questions which will be discussed

later.
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III. THE BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SPECTROMETER

We propose to develop a spectrometer system with a relatively large solid

angle for near forward direction particles and a large enough solid angle so

chat not only low p but medium and to some extent high p particles will be

detected.

The key points of the spectrometer will be high resolution tracking,

momentum-measurement, charged particle identification, and y-ray detection

over the ISABELLE energy range.

IV. DRIFT CHAMBER TRACKING DETECTORS

The drift chamber tracking detectors will be based on the short drift

space (y 3 mm) narrow gap drift chamber system developed for MPS II. These

detectors are presently capable of good spatial resolution, large araa

coverage, operation at high particle rates and in a magnetic field. Further-

more, as part of the MPS II development, we have put novel electronics into

production by commercial sources and thus relatively low cost for large

systems is expected. The initial MPS II system will correspond to -v- 20,000

wires. Tests in the beam of three MPS II modules have already been success-

fully performed using prototype electronics. The actual electronics has been

substituted recently and works very well. The position resolution is ex-

pected to be % 150 um.

One module of the MPS which contains 2 X chambers, one X1 (a displaced X

chamber to help resolve left-right ambiguities), 2 Y chambers, UV chambers,

etc., has the equivalent % 4 x 10 radiation lengths and thus multiple scat-

tering problems will be minimal at ISABELLE energies.

Sine- MPS II will be coapleted in a few months and a physics program

will follow soon, we expect these tracking chambers to be very well developed

by the tine ISABELLE applications are made.

V. dE/dx PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION

For the last three yeara BNL/CCNY has been engaged in developing a new

method of particle identification via ionization loss (dE/dx).
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As is well known, the relativistic rise leads to a different ionization

loss for particles of different y. Thus, in a momentum analyzed beam one

could in principle identify singly charged particles of different mass.

In practice if a large ionization loss detector is use..1, the Landau tail

due to fluctuations in 6-ray emission vitiates the usefulness of the method.

In order to reduce the fluctuations due to 5-rays, various groups have

used transverse drift chamber detectors of ̂  1 cm thick (which is about the

thinnest practical chamber) and stacked them to obtain several meters of

length. Then they have ordered the pulse heights obtained in these 100 to

several hundred chambers and thrown away the highest 40-60 percent of the

pulse heights to eliminate 6-rays. However, a 1 cm track length still cor-

responds to an energy loss of ^ 3,000 ev. in Argon which still allows con-

siderable 6-ray content. This, in essence, leads to a considerable degrada-

tion of the capability of the method. In principle one wants to eliminate as

much of the 5-ray content as possible.

BNL/CCNY has investigated using very fine sampling intervals by employing

a new technique. A longitudinal drift chamber (drift along the track) of

^ 1.6 cm thickness has been used in conjunction with a newly developed high

speed electronic time slice method. This method allows 10 ns time slices to

select a sample of track of >v 1/4 mm length which corresponds to ^ 100 ev.

energy loss in Argon. Then we truncate on pulse height and throw away the

top 40-602 of the pulse heights thus eliminating much more of the 5-ray con-

tent and obtain a sensitivity for particle separation ^ 2 times better than

before (i.e., requires A. 4 times less gas). Furthermore, we can expect that

the tails of the distributions will be better behaved since the 6-ray content
2

is much reduced. BNL/CCNY has shown that this technique does what we expect

using a one gap chamber and adding track lengths to make ^1.6 meters of gas.

We are now testing at CERN a ten layer chamber which is a prototype of a

practical type chamber. From the evidence we have obtained so far and a

general analysis of the problem, we believe that we will soon demonstrate that

this is a very practical technique, and with the right gas mixture will allow

compact particle identifiers up to y'« ** 250 with a thickness of 1-2 meters.

* A Univ. of Lund group has joined the collaboration for this phase.
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The electronics developed for MPS II envisaged this possibility and con-

tains enough bits to encode all the needed pulse height information. So that

in essence we should have no difficulty in implementing the special electro-

nics required for this dE/dx particle identifier. The time resolution is

^ 10 ns but the dead time (allowing for drift collection by wires collecting

charge) is ^ 1 psec. However, since only a small fraction of the wires will

be collecting charge the effective average dead time is probably at least a

factor of ten less.

There is another very important advantage to the dE/dx particle identi-

fication method described here. Searches for Q i* 1 particles, in particular

quarks, can-be made with much greater sensitivity than previously. This comes

about since the sensitivity in previous searches was limited by Landau tail

effects. Since we tuive with these new techniques essentially eliminated the

Landau tail, our ultimate sensitivity (especially for charge • 1/3 particles)

should be very greatly enhanced.

VI. CLUSTER COUNTING TRANSITION RADIATION

Relatively thin (i> 1 meter) transition radiation detectors which use
3

cluster counting have been recently shown to perform much better than prior

transition radiation detectors.

In particular, it has been recently shown that particle separation in
4 2 3

the y range % 250 to 3 x 10 can be done with good discrimination (% 10 -10 ).

The electronics required is simple and comparatively cheap, and high inten-

sities can be used.

Thus, the longitudinal fine sampling interval dE/dx method combined with

the cluster counting transition radiation detector method can do particle

identification over the ISABELLE energy range.

VII. THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE SPECTROMETER

Figure 1 shows a conceptual drawing of a forward spectrometer in the

ISABELLE small angle experimental hall (2 o'clock area). The forward spectro-

meter we are now referring to is drawn with solid lines and extends longi-

tudinally to the right acroas Che page from the intersection region. Cor-

recting magnets will be required on the opposite side. A similar type of
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• spectrometer would be built around them so Chat boch sides of Che interaction

could be studied.

The vacuum chamber has been shaped and a considerable space from the

intersection region has been left so that relatively small angle particles

could be accepted by the spectrometer (i.e. low p ) up to larger angle medium

p particles. Special techniques for ejecting very small angle particles,

such as Lambertson septa and preferably new methods which could have cylin-

drically symmetrical ejection could be incorporated in the vacuum chamber.

For example, a defocussing coaxial horn. The broken line drawing of the

vacuum chamber shows another possibility whereby the spectrometer would be

moved closer to the intersection region. This arrangement of the vacuum

chamber is more compatible with other experiments considered in the preceding

paper on low p physics.

The first section of the spectrometer is a drift chamber system of the

type described previously (i.e. MPS II type). It defines the angles of the
_2

particles to ̂  10 mr if one neglects multiple scattering.

For 400 GeV particles, multiple scattering could be made less than that.

VIII. THE MAGNET

The magnet which follows should have a field integral of at least the

order of 10 Tesla meters and preferably 20 Tesla meters. The most economical

magnets typically require fields -£ IS Kg, so we have tentatively chosen 15 Kg

for the field. With 10 Tesla meters, a 400 GeV proton would be bent 7.5 rar

so the intrinsic magnetic resolution for a 400 GeV particle would be Ap/p ^

10" /7.5 x 10~ * 1.3 x 10" . Since the angular bend in the magnet would

increase inversely with p while the multiple scattering angle would increase

linearly with p, Ap/p would be approximately constant.

This would give a Ap 'v .5 GeV for a 400 GeV particle and a Ap ^ .1 GeV

for a 100 GeV particle. Ap/p « 1/Tesla meters so another factor of two or

more could be obtained by increasing the Tesla meters.
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Since there are drift chambers in the magnet and the drift chamber system

in the back of the magnet is similar to that in front, the overall resolution

would be downgraded by less than the Jl. Hence the magnet with the two drift

chamber arms around it would measure the angles and momenta of the particle

quite accurately and determine the sign of their charge.

IX. PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION
_ + + +

The dE/dx particle identifier could identify p, p, T~ , VT, s~ up to Y ^

280 for the hadronic particles. The particles would then pass through addi-

tional drift chambers and enter the transition radiation detector (TRD) which
4

could handle the higher Y'S up to ̂  3 x 10 (beyond the ISABELLE range).

Y-rays from n°, etc., and also electrons would be identified and their

energy measured in the y identifier and calorimeter. The diagram shows the

various functions referred to above separated. In practice, interleaving

could well be done.

We obviously will miss neutrons and K?. A calorimeter for them could be

added if desired.

X. SOME PHYSICS WHICH CAN BE DONE WITH THIS TYPE OF SPECTROMETER

1. Study multiparticle event and jet behavior as p is varied from near

zero to medium values. One will determine the x of each particle via magnetic

analysis and a can be varied over the ISABELLE energy range. Since we will be

identifying individual particles, the detailed differences in behavior of

different particle types can be studied as a function f (p , x, s). For

example, it may be possible to observe differences in quark and gluon jets as

their production is varied from soft QCD to hard QCD processes.

2. We want to particularly study particle correlations, clusters, and

the hadronization process. One can study jet production with trigger selec-

tion of cluster formations, and observe in detail the content of the cluster

in terns of known and possibly new resonances or particles. Since we will be

detecting many particles we can do the usual two or even more than two parti-

cle correlation studies.
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3. Even at ISABELLE energies, diffraction dissociation is expected to

have a several mb cross section. Therefore we would expect to excite heavy

N systems, some of which should decay into particles which contain heavy

quarks - old and possibly new. Lepton triggers should preferentially select

this type of event.

4. "Centauro's" - cosmic ray experiments have found so-called "Centauro

events" at modest p (̂  1-2 GeV). These events are characterized by a marked

absence of n 's compared to charged particles. This spectrometer system

should be able to detect such events if they exist at ISABELLE. If new types

of particles (either different charge or different mass or both) are involved

our particle identification capability will be of great significance.

5. Search for Quarks and other Q i* 1 particles.

The dE/dx identifiers will be particularly sensitive for selecting

quarks and other Q / 1 particles. One can reach high p. as well as low p by

rearranging the spectrometer as necessary. For example, the dotted line

spectrometer on Fig. 1 is located at 90°. It would be accompanied by another

similar spectrometer on the opposite side. Any angle in between can be selec-

ted or alternately a magnet could be placed over the intersection region and

provide a large solid angle, since both sides could be instrumented.

6. One particle inclusive physics with definite particle identification

is straightforward with this type of system. Multiparticle inclusive physics,

for example, resonance production, or the inclusive production of a selected
•4- — ••> —

set of particles (for example, K K or pp, or xx) can be studied.

7. p-p elastic scattering from low to high p .

8. One can study the polarization of A as a function of p and s. This

can serve as a test of QCD.

9. Many other experiments can be done with this spectrometer system.

For instance, a search for glueballs. ISABELLE may indeed be a glueball

factory since gluons dominate the evolution of QCD jets and low mass color

singlet gluon pairs may be found at the end of a gluon cascade.

10. Medium and High p Physics Possibilities with a System of This Type:

Figure 1 shows a spectrometer system of this type located at -\» 90°

to the bean. A second arm on the other side could be included. The solid
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angle could even be made huge by putting a magnet over the intersection region.

Particle detectors could be extended to cover a good deal of the available 4".

The system described here is intended to be modular and rearrangeable

in many possible configurations. This inherent flexibility opens up many

areas of potential interest which can be optimized to meet specific experi-

mental goals.

XI. LUMINOSITY

The early forward spectrometer part of the program will be done with
29 30 -2 -1

luminosities of 10 -10 cm sec . As the luminosity becomes higher, the

forward angular event rate will become too large and it will be natural to

explore wider angle phenomena for example, one or two jets produced at wide

angles on one side accompanied by one or two jets on the second side.

XII. FINAL COMMENTS ON OVERALL PHILOSOPHY

We envisage building a modular magnetic spectrometer system with high

spatial, angular, and momentum resolutions. Charged particle identification

and also Y identification and energy measurement will be made. We expect to

pursue low to medium p physics on a broad front with this system in the
*- 29 10 -2 -1

early days of ISABELLE (phase I) when luminosities of 1 0 - 1 0 cm sec

are adequate. As the luminosity increases, we expect to pursue higher p wide

angle phenomena. We believe a great deal of this program can be done in the

small angle hall, but we will be open to other possibilities.
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FIGURE CAPTION

Conceptual sketch of a multiparticle magnetic spectrometer with ioniza-
tion loss and transition radiation particle identification. Correcting
magnets must be used on the opposite side of the intersection. A second
spectrometer will be located on that other side. The dotted spectrometer at
right angles to the beam is an example of how this type of spectrometer could
be used for wide angle physics. An opposite arm could also be used. Another
example would be placing a magnet right over the intersection region and
instrumenting both sides, thus obtaining r. large solid angle device with high
p capability.
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